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At the climax (about 1870) of the period of unparalleled pros-
perity, which began with the Californian and Australian gQl$f
discoveries towards the end of the forties, British trade had
reached its relative zenith. The above table gives some idea of
its extraordinary lead. It will be seen that it largely exceeded
the trade of France, Germany, and Italy put together; and if you
added to it that of the British colonies, you could throw in that
of the United States on the other side and still beat the combina-
tion. By 1880 neither of those things held good; and though the
increment of British trade was a very large one, it was much less
than the increments of French and German added together, and
not much more than the American alone. Any doubt that we
were relatively losing ground is completely removed by the 1889
figures, which show a German increment approaching double
the British and a Belgo-Dutch increment equalling the German.
Nevertheless even in 1889 British trade greatly exceeded that of
the two next countries put together.
The expanding modern production, of which all these growths
were an expression, was essentially based on expanding facilities
for transport. Just as in the beginning it had been the port of
Liverpool which gave rise to the Manchester cotton industry and
not vice versa, so it was the English invention of railways which
enabled the United States to become a great nation and later
rendered possible the pivotal iron and steel industry of Geimany.1
Before railways America could only be colonized effectively near
the coast or up the rivers; and down to Pitfs day the European
Powers valued a good sugar island like Jamaica or Guadeloupe
much above slices of the unprofitable, because inaccessible, main-
land* It had been the railways which opened up the prairies,
and now it was the steamers which brought the prairie wheat
into the markets of Europe. To provide rails, engines, and
engined ships new methods had to be discovered for producing
cheaply in sufficient quantities first iron and then steel; and these,
too, England successively invented and pioneered.2
The iron age and the earlier railway age lie just behind this vo-
lume ; but the steel age and the age of the triumphant steamships
come right into it Bessemer's process, the first for producing steel
cheaply on a large scale, had been patented in 1856; but it was
 *	To bring Germany's ores to her coal required an overland haul of 150 nsiles.
 *	In what immediately follows I am much indebted to the second volume (1932)
of Prof*. t. H* Glapham's masterly Economic History nf Modern Britain*

